Functional MRI provides a powerful means to identify and trace the evolution, development, and consolidation of cognitive neural networks through normal childhood. Neural network perturbations due to disease and other adverse factors during development can also be explored. Studies performed to date suggest that normal children older than 5 years show activation maps comparable to adults for similar cognitive paradigms. Minor differences in adult and pediatric activation maps may reflect age dependent strategies or maturation of cognitive networks. However, there are important physiologic and anatomic differences in children, varying with age, that may affect the acquisition, analysis, and interpretation of pediatric fMRI data. Differences between children and adult fMRI comparison studies may reflect technical aspects of data acquisition as much as developmental and brain maturation factors.
INTRODUCTION
Functional MRI (fMRI) provides a powerful means to map neural networks that underlie cognitive functions in adults and children. Unlike 15 O-water positron emission tomography (PET), fMRI does not involve radiation, and thus can be used to study normal children. MRI studies can be repeated, and children trained to remain still in the MRI environment. fMRI is well suited to identify and trace the evolution, development, and consolidation of cognitive neural networks through normal childhood. Furthermore, the effect of disease states, such as epilepsy, and disorders, such as dyslexia and learning disabilities, on developing neural networks can be explored.
A number of recent studies have used fMRI to identify the neural networks associated with cognitive, motor, and sensory function in children; they include working memory, spatial memory, verbal fluency, reading visual recognition, imagery, motor and sensory tasks (Casey, 1995 (Casey, , 1997 Hertz-Pannier, 1997; Stapleton, 1997; Thomas, 1999; Booth, 1999; Vaidya, 1998; Lee, 1999; Baird, 1999; Gaillard, , 2000a Nelson, 2000) . Although some of these investigations describe intriguing differences that may reflect developmental strategies for task performance or maturation of cognitive networks, they suggest that activation maps are fundamentally the same in normal children older than 8 years and adults, when similar paradigms are used.
Brain mapping is based on the observations of Roy and Sherrington (1890) , that cerebral activity is accompanied by an increase in cerebral blood flow (CBF). Fox and colleagues (1986) used 15 O-water PET and a sensory task and found that local CBF and oxygen delivery exceeded oxygen extraction and demand in activated cortex. Optical imaging studies show that after stimulus onset, initial increased oxygen extraction, decreased oxyhemoglobin, and concomitant increase in deoxyhemoglobin is followed within 2-4 s, by "luxury hyperperfusion" with an over abundance of oxygenated hemoglobin. It is this physiologic epiphenomenon, with a delayed change in oxy/deoxy hemoglobin ratio, that provides the basis for blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI (Malonek, 1997) . Regional needs and regulation of cerebral blood flow occur at the microvascular level and may be restricted to regions as small as 250 m (Lou, 1987) . The mediator of this response is not known but may be a third factor rather than a direct link between perfusion and metabolism (Lou, 1987) . It is important to recall that current fMRI techniques do not measure synaptic metabolic activity directly and that the BOLD response is detected as a relative change in MR signal and corresponding change in blood flow: it is not an absolute measure and depends heavily on the cognitive difference between control and task conditions. Furthermore, the statistical thresholds used to determine a significant signal change are derived from adult studies. Identifying true activation also depends on identifying factors that obscure detection of signal, such as motion.
Many issues remain to be clarified for proper interpretation of fMRI in children. A wide range of anatomic, physiological, and cognitive factors change during child development, and may confound functional neuroimaging data acquisition, analysis, and interpretation. They may affect the ability to detect a signal, influence how the signal is processed and analyzed, and determine its location and magnitude. The particular challenge with child studies is to take into account the constant growth and change in physical as well as psychological capacity. Studies comparing adults and children may also suffer from technical challenges that are under recognized, such as the common practice of using equipment originally designed for adults that may not be optimal when used with children. As developmental studies using fMRI in children are in their infancy, it is time to identify and consider issues that merit investigation and consideration for future studies.
BOLD RESPONSE IN NEONATES, INFANTS, AND CHILDREN
fMRI studies of higher cortical function-working memory, verbal fluency, reading-in awake children between 7 and 15 years, relying on the BOLD fMRI technique, provide empirical evidence that the principles underlying adult studies resemble those in children (Casey, 1995 (Casey, , 1999 Hertz-Pannier, 1997; Stapleton, 1997; Booth, 1999; Lee, 1999; Baird, 1999; Thomas, 1999; Gaillard, , 2000a . The hemodynamic response, seen in 2-to 3-year-olds during passive sensory tasks (photic stimulation, tactile stimulation, passive listening to sound) and in children as young as 5 years while performing cognitive tasks, is also similar (Stapleton, 1997; Logan, 1999a; Souweidane, 1999) (Fig. 1) . There is little cause to believe the physiology of the BOLD response, or its detection in children, is remarkably different than in adults. Whether there are minor differences in threshold of response, reactivity, or robustness of response, however, is less certain. Maturation of the response to adult levels probably occurs at a young age. None of these studies, however, have specifically examined the time course or pattern of the BOLD response as has been done in elderly populations (Ross, 1997; D'Esposito, 1999) ; and it is not known whether the developmental differences in myelination and synapse formation discussed below affect the pattern and temporal delay of the BOLD effect.
There is some evidence to suggest, however, that neonates and infants may exhibit different vascular responses than older children and adults Born, 1998; Martin, 1999) . Born et al. (1998) studied 17 neonates, infants, and toddlers, ranging from 3 days to 48 months, with BOLD fMRI. All studies took place in the sleep (6) or sedated (11) state; the task monitored a response to a photic flicker compared to rest. Contrary to expectations, they found a mean decrease in signal in 10 subjects during the photic flash condition and a mean decrease in signal of 2.2% for the group (Born, 1998) . Yamada et al. (1997) , also using the same paradigm in 15 sedated children between 1 and 54 weeks, found an increase in signal in children younger than 5 weeks and a decrease in signal in children older than 8 weeks. The authors interpreted their results as evidence either for decreased blood flow or increased oxygen extraction. Martin et al. (1999) , who successfully studied 58 of 75 children (47 sedated) between 1 day and 12 years of age, found mixed results of either increased or decreased signal in occipital cortex in all populations. In contrast to BOLD fMRI, optical imaging in neonates using visual response to checkerboard pattern shows a hemodynamic response similar to those in older humans and is similar to that described by Malonek et al. (1997) in adult cats (Meek, 1998) . Meek and colleagues (1998) obtained data in 20 of 58 children (10 control, 10 subject) who ranged between 2 days and 3 months. They found a mean 9% signal increase, with contributions of 67% by oxygenated hemoglobin. Thus, they describe an increase in oxygen extraction but an overabundant supply of oxygenated hemoglobin similar to adult-based studies. The varied and inconsistent responses found with BOLD fMRI suggest that methodological factors may be important in data acquisition and analysis in neonates and infants. Sedation, which was used in nearly all the younger children studied, significantly depresses CMRGlc on the order of 25-30% and may alter blood flow responses (Theodore, 1989) .
PEDIATRIC ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ISSUES
Many physical and physiological differences between children and adults continue to change during a child's growth and maturation and may influence how data can be collected, analyzed, and interpreted. Among the most relevant factors are body size and morphologic differences in children's brain structure, including the proportion of gray to white matter. Some factors, such as the cardiorespiratory cycle, will increase motion artifact, which is always problematic in young children who may be less likely to remain still than many adults. Other factors, such as synaptic density and differences in resting blood flow and metabolism, may influence signal detection and subsequent analysis.
The most obvious difference is that children are smaller than adults. Proportionately, head size differs less than does body size, but for a 5 to 7-year-old child the head circumference may be 6 -10% smaller than an adult's. Sinuses, which are a cause of MRI signal distortion, are not fully formed until adolescence. More important, children's skulls are thinner and less muscular, and their necks are shorter. As a result, children do not fit as readily into MR head coils primarily designed for adults. The brain to be imaged may not rest in the center of the head coil; signal may be distorted by field inhomogeneity reducing the signal to noise ratio upon which activation maps are based (Gaillard, 2000a, see below) . Conversely, surface coils will lie closer to the brain being imaged in children than in adults because their skulls are thinner and are more likely to enhance detection of increase signal induced by the BOLD response (Gaillard, 2000a) . Ideally, pediatric studies should be conducted on equipment adapted for pediatric specifications: head coils can be made that are suitable for children.
A further consequence of shorter stature is that transmission of movement from jaw movement (Eden, 1999 ) and the cardiorespiratory cycle may be greater in children. The cardiopulmonary cycle is more dynamic in children, which may increase artifact engendered from respiration and vascular pulsatility. Children also have higher heart rates and respiratory rates than adults, which do not approach adult levels until adolescence. The pulsatility is greatest in the basal ganglia but is also transmitted to the cortical parenchyma (Poncelet, 1992) . The combination of higher pulsatility and possibly a higher parenchyma compliance in children compared to adults may increase parenchymal motion and introduce more physiological noise in pediatric data. Finally, blood pressure is lower in children, with some mild differences between boys and girls, and rises steadily with age (Table 1) . Unlike adults, children compensate for increased cardiac output demand with increased heart rate, rather than with greater cardiac contractility. Cerebral perfusion pressure and cerebral blood flow are tightly regulated and maintained in a narrow window to guard against low or elevated blood pressure or increased intracranial pressure. For the purposes of studying normal children these factors will not be as important as monitoring and correcting for vascular artifact and motion induced by the cardiorespiratory cycle.
The BOLD effect is directly affected by the oxygen carrying capacity of blood and is suseptible to changes in hemoglobin type and concentration. Fetal hemoglobin, with its greater oxygen binding, gradually declines during the first months of life-20% of hemoglobin by four months, and less than 2% at 12 months (Garby, 1962) -and is mostly an issue for investigations involving neonates and infants. Hemoglobin concentration and hematocrit have a nadir in the first year of life, at 2 months, and then steadily increase through adolescence (Table 1) . In postmenarche females, alterations in hemoglobin due to menstrual loss may affect the magnitude of the BOLD response. Cerebral blood flow is also increased by hypercarbia, and decreased with hypocarbia. Hyperventilation will decrease the hemodynamic response, and breath holding will increase CBF (Logan, 1999b) . These factors could conceivably affect studies if the respiratory rate changes across conditions and are more likely to affect younger children who may be more prone to hyperventilate when anxious in the scanner or hold their breath for some tasks. These factors are more likely to affect the magnitude and secondarily the extent of the hemodynamic response.
The principal factors central to brain development that may influence either the hemodynamic response or the analysis of pediatric data, necessary to determine the presence and location of BOLD response, relate to brain morphology: brain size, neuronal connectivity, and synaptic density. The bulk of brain growth occurs before the fifth year of life. About 5-8% of cerebral growth occurs between the fifth year and adolescence (Caviness, 1996; Reiss, 1996; Giedd, 1996) , the ages during which most pediatric fMRI are performed aside from neonatal studies. Brain maturation occurs at different rates in different brain regions. The primary sensory and motor areas are the first to complete development, whereas the association areas, especially parietal and frontal regions, are the last to mature. These changes are reflected in myelination, which provides the bulk of regional brain size. Myelination in association areas continues throughout childhood, and is not complete in frontal association cortex until young adulthood (Yakovlev, 1967) . Structural MRI can be used to detect these developmental differences long known from pathologically based studies (Yakovlev, 1967; Giedd, 1999a; Sowell, 1999) . A secondary effect of immature myelination is that synaptic connections in association areas are not firmly established in these areas. The relationship between structural immaturity and the physiology of the BOLD response is unknown, but is likely to diminish its magnitude and may limit its detection. Finally, the cortical regions to be analyzed with standard processing techniques may not have a uniform anatomy within a given subject, let alone between different age groups, reflecting differences in regional maturation.
The smaller brain size and age-dependent differences in proportional brain region size will affect warping children's brain images into standard atlases commonly employed for group analysis. There are no standard pediatric atlases for any age. The most commonly employed atlases are based on young adults (the Montreal Neurologic Institute brain (Kollokian, 1997)) or an elderly lady (Talairach and Tourneaux 1988) . The distortion engendered by warping children's brains into either adult atlas will influence group analysis and comparisons across ages are likely to be in error by several millimeters and perhaps by as much as a centimeter. The Pediatric Brain Project, a joint NINDS, NIMH, NICHD multicenter prospective longitudinal initiative, to generate a normative MRI structural image data base will also provide data for the creation of age appropriate brain atlases suitable for group analysis involving children of different ages.
Another factor concerns the gray mantle, which is thicker and more dense in children than adults. There is less free space containing cerebral spinal fluid about cerebral arteries and veins (Giedd, 1996; Caviness, 1996) . This is the opposite difficulty that investigators of aging encounter when comparing cognitive studies in the elderly population to young adult controls. Older subjects have greater atrophy and more generous sulcal space. In children, then, there is a smaller volume averaging effect in gray matter voxels. The solution used by investigators of the elderly may be adapted to pediatric analysis which corrects signal magnitude in gray matter for volume averaging effect (Ross, 1997) . The ratio of gray to white matter is also greater in children than in adults (Giedd, 1999b) : the number of gray as opposed to white matter pixels varies with age. Such differences may not only affect warping into a standard atlas, but also affect calculations to correct for multiple corrections based on preordained assumptions about gray and white matter volume relationships. One solution may be to segment brain volumes for statistical analysis to account for developmental changes in gray to white matter distribution (Giedd, 1999b) ; ideally segmentation algorithm thresholds should be derived from pediatric high resolution structural studies.
There are additional difficulties for investigators of very young children. The gray/white matter distinction is considerably more difficult to discern in children younger than two as myelination is immature, hence segmentation programs may be less reliable. In conjunction with synapse formation in gray matter and myelination, the capillary bed undergoes developmental changes. In the third trimester vessels are radially oriented. These precursors of the capillary bed decrease as the number of horizontal branches increase (Norman, 1986) . The spatial geometry of the capillary network and draining veins influences the magnitude of the BOLD fMRI signal which may evolve in parallel to the maturation of the capillary bed.
The synaptic density within gray matter increases during the first years of life and peaks between 4 and 8 years. As a consequence of the competitive establishment of synaptic connections, synapses are pruned and do not reach adult density until adolescence (Huttenlocker, 1979; Bourgeois, 1994; Goldman-Rackic, 1987; Changeux, 1976) .
18 Fluorodeoxy-glucose PET (FDG-PET) studies in normal development show increased glucose utilization in all brain areas that peaks between four and eight years (Fig. 2) . This increase is a reflection of synaptic density where most metabolic activity occurs (Chugani, 1987; Van Bogaert, 1998; Bentourkia, 1998) . CBF, determined by Xenon single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), shows parallel increases to FDG-PET with a maximum between four and eight years ( Fig. 3) (Chiron, 1992 (Chiron, , 1997 Barthel, 1997) . As with myelination there are regional differences as to when maturation is complete: primary sensory cortex first, then motor cortex, and finally association cortex reach adult levels of glucose consumption and resting blood flow (Chugani, 1987; Chiron, 1992) . The central nervous system maintains a constant level of perfusion to match metabolic demand. There is a tight coupling between perfusion and metabolism. This is reflected in the similar curves of CBF and cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (CMRGlc) relative to age and is maintained in childhood and adulthood (Chugani, 1987; Chiron, 1992) . Perfusion is actively regulated to maintain central CBF to meet metabolic demand constant over a range of blood pressures at the arteriolar level (Lou, 1987) . The coupling of perfusion to metabolism is constant except under some disease states such as in acute stroke (Baron, 1982) , chronic epilepsy Breier, 1997) , and systemically ill neonates (Volpe, 1995) .
These developmental changes in CBF and CMRGlc have important implications for fMRI signal and analysis in children. The higher resting levels of CMRGlc and CBF found in children compared to adults may lead to absolute and proportionate differences in blood flow accompanying activation and may influence the appropriate choice of threshold (Hertz-Pannier, 1997; Gaillard, 2000a) . With greater synaptic
FIG. 2.
Age distribution curve of regional glucose consumption from a cross sectional study performed in children with mild neurological abnormalities using FDG-PET. The peak glucose consumption, for all cortical brain areas, occurred in children between 4 and 8 years. Adapted from Chugani et al. (1987) . density, metabolism, and blood flow, a more robust increase in CBF might be expected-that is, the activation ratio may be greater in children per unit cortex activated (Gaillard, 2000a) . On the other hand, a statistically "true" signal in terms of absolute change of blood flow for an adult may not reach statistical significance for a child because of the overall relative greater resting blood flow per voxel gray matter in children. Furthermore, synaptic connections may be less well formed and less efficient, and more diffusely spread about cortical regions as neural networks and cortical areas may not be completely consolidated resulting in a more widespread and lower signal that may escape detection. The former scenario would result in a more readily detected activation signal, the latter would decrease the activation signal relative to baseline and make identification of true activation less certain. These competing issues have not yet been closely examined but may influence studies designed to test the concept of consolidation of cognitive processes into increasingly discrete regions and networks during critical stages of cognitive development (Gaillard, 2000a; Mü ller, 2000) . Determining absolute measures of blood flow during rest and task conditions, which would help resolve these issues, is not available with current BOLD fMRI methods but may be possible with arterial spin tagging techniques (Ye, 1998; Lia, 2000) .
PEDIATRIC NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES
Neuropsychological issues can affect functional imaging based comparisons between children of different ages and adults. An important concern is how to account for, while at the same time investigating, learning and skill acquisition: this is the paradox of imaging brain development. Studies comparing brain activation patterns between age groups engender the risk that they may only identify differences in performance rather than development. In individual children, the relation of age and skill levels may vary enormously. In pediatric studies it is important to incorporate some measure of task difficulty and performance, particularly when comparing different age groups or normal to patient populations. Performance speed, response time, and accuracy may all be influential variables. Task performance and response times can be monitored in children in the scanner, but may be obtained at the cost of an increase in motion artifact or creating an additional cognitive level to be considered in data analysis. In adults, stimulus presentation rate and duration affect activation patterns for some auditory and visually based stimuli (Fox, 1986; Binder, 1994; Price, 1992 Price, , 1994 Price, , 1996 Fiez, 1996 Fiez, , 1998 . These effects are likely compounded in children. Facility with task may effect the location, extent, and degree of activation (Raichle, 1994; Deiber, 1997; Thomas, 1999; Gaillard, 2000a,b) . For instance, preliminary studies in a working memory task suggested significant differences between adult and pediatric study groups (Casey, 1997) . In a subsequent study, activation patterns were found to be similar after taking into account the differences in task performance (Thomas, 1999) . For some tasks, however, activation may reflect effort rather than task performance: activation in dominant inferior frontal gyrus during verbal fluency, word generation to a letter or category, does not reflect performance over a wide range of ability (Grandin, 1998 Gaillard, 2000a) .
How to design experiments to account for these differences is a challenge without an ideal solution. BOLD fMRI depends upon across-task changes in regional CBF. Altering experimental parameters may affect cognitive processes involved in the task   FIG. 3 . Age distribution curve of cerebral blood flow (CBF) in a similar population using Xenon SPECT. The peak in brain region CBF occurred between four to eight years of age. Adapted from Chiron et al. (1992) . (Bookheimer, 1995) ; and cognitive strategies may be different among populations (Shaywitz, 1998; Pugh, 2000) . They may also vary depending on task construction (Bookheimer, 1995; Gaillard, 2000b) or according to skill. There is no guarantee that processing strategies are the same between all groups examined. For example, slow readers may rely more heavily on phonologic processing than more skilled readers (Bookheimer, 2000) . Changes in tasks may alter strategies and hence activation patterns: adults reading the same stimuli out loud rather than silently show greater activation of phonological networks (Bookheimer, 1995) .
One option when studying children of different ages and skill is to use a common paradigm readily performed by all study subjects. Imaging data can be analyzed and corrected for task performance obtained either in or out of the scanner. The risk here is that little activation may be found in older or more skilled subjects. Another method is to tailor paradigms appropriate to an individual subject's skill level based on behavioral performance or to design self-paced stimulation presentation paradigms. Imaging data may be analyzed in relation to results from behavioral testing or monitoring (Thomas, 1999; Gaillard, 2000a ). Another means of addressing variable performance between study groups is to use a parametric design incorporating different levels of task difficulty for the study groups to identify regions that do or do not respond linearly to task difficulty (Price, 1992; Bookheimer, 2000) . Parametric designs also allow for groups to be compared based on performance level rather than absolute performance. Mixed models, of which growth curve models and repeated measures models are special cases, may also be well suited to analyze developmental imaging and psychometric measure changes over time in prospective longitudinal studies of cognitive processes (Gizzle, 1969; Zerbe, 1994) . These types of models have been used to describe linear and nonlinear growth curves and may be adapted for individual and group data analysis and adjusted by covariates in neuropsychological domains.
The choice of a control condition may also be critical as they are active states in their own fashion (Binder, 1999) ; there may be significant differences between adults and children in control conditions that affect analysis of the task condition. For example, control conditions for reading in adults commonly employ a string of characters or symbols. Such a design for children may evoke activation in language cortex as discriminating these characters from words may involve language systems . In another example, an adult or older child may be more likely than a 5 year old to stare at a cross hair and successfully make their mind "blank." As a result, negative findings in cortical regions where one anticipates a response must be conservatively interpreted in individual analysis.
Caution is also necessary when interpreting absence of typical activation found when group analyses are conducted in patients with disease states that are inherently heterogeneous, such as epilepsy, attention deficit, and reading disorders. Individual variability of activation maps found among patient populations may be subtracted and lost in group analysis when compared to homogeneous populations where activation patterns are augmented by a group analysis strategy. For example, Bellgowan et al. (1998) described activation of middle left parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus during verbal encoding of a semantic decision task using a group analysis in right but not left temporal lobe adult seizure focus patients. However, there was no clinical difference in performance between right and left sided temporal lobe epilepsy patient groups, suggesting that the left temporal lobe patients maintained the capacity to perform the task and the location of which was not identified in the analysis process. Not only children with disease states or developmental conditions, but also normal children may use different cognitive strategies or neural networks to perform a given task, which supports the position that individual as well as group analysis may need to be performed to identify such heterogeneity.
A further difficulty ensues when studying a patient population where performance may clearly be different from the control population-a difficulty not restricted to pediatric studies. Booth et al. (1999) showed variable activation in homotopic language cortex in children with left hemispheric stroke. In their decision based auditory comprehension tasks, the investigators obtained extensive behavioral data and suggested that poor performance of some children indicated that either they were guessing, or had given up because the task was too difficult for them. It is problematic, but not impossible, to assess learning disabilities when the task at hand is poorly performed (Shaywitz, 1998; Pugh, 2000) .
It is also critical to assure that individuals and populations targeted for functional imaging studies can perform the experimental task. In the application of fMRI to determine laterality and location of language cortex in preparation for surgery, absent activation, or highly atypical activation patterns, need to be either repeated or confirmed with other means, such as the intra-carotid amytal procedure or electrocortical stimulation (Gaillard, 2000b,c) .
AN EXAMPLE OF ADULT AND CHILD COMPARISON STUDIES
Part of the difficulty in comparing pediatric and adult data may be portrayed in three studies of verbal fluency involving children and adults at 1.5 T using echoplanar imaging. They highlight some difficulties in determining and comparing activation maps in adults and children.
We used a verbal fluency paradigm, in which subjects generated words from given letters, in 11 children with localization-related epilepsy. The cross correlation coefficient threshold needed to identify frontal language areas was considerably higher than commonly used in adults (0.7-0.8 vs 0.5-0.6) even though the hemodynamic response patterns were similar (HertzPannier, 1997) . In a follow-up study we compared activation patterns between 10 adults (mean age 28.7; range 19.3-48.0) and 10 children (mean age 10.7; range 8.1-13.1) using a common threshold (r ϭ 0.7) for analysis. Although activation patterns were similar, children consistently activated more cortex than adults (390 vs 249 voxels, P Ͻ 0.02) both in expected language areas and in contralateral cortex. In addition, children tended to have a higher activation ratio, or response magnitude (Gaillard, 2000a) . These results are in line with the less established and lateralized networks hypothesized to exist in children with a greater activation ratio reflecting the increased synaptic density in neocortex. A third verbal fluency MRI study, using t statistics, questions these conclusions . This study compared 32 adults (mean 29.3; range 22-45) and 20 children (mean 10.4; range, 7-14) . The results were reversed: adults activated more pixels in frontal regions than children (threshold t ϭ 5 (the theoretical Bonferroni corrected at P Ͻ 0.05) 25.0 vs 10.8; at t ϭ 4.0, 59.0 vs 31.6), and higher thresholds were used to identify areas in the adults. However, asymmetry indices, showing degree of language dominance, were the same between adults and children (for t ϭ 5: 0.72 vs 0.77; for t ϭ 4: 0.52 vs 0.52) .
It is not clear whether these findings represent a true developmental effect or a technical effect of optimizing signal to noise. In the first two studies there were no perceptible differences in motion artifact, but they were performed without quantitating motion; the third study quantitated motion and showed somewhat greater motion in children than in adults and mildly greater variance in voxel intensity in the children (this may be related to macroscopic movements of the subject or to microscopic movements caused by physiologic noise such as cardiopulmonary factors discussed above). Although statistical methods used in these studies were different they should not alter the fundamental observations. Within groups there was a minor trend to activate more pixels with higher verbal fluency scores, but the adults performed better than the children. Given the contrary results other factors must be sought. The principal difference between these studies may be explained by image acquisition techniques, specifically in the coils used to gather the data. In the first two studies surface coils were used that lie closer to the brain imaged in children than adults. In contrast, the third study was performed with a standard head coil designed for adults: here adults were positioned closer to the center of the coil than were the children, which may have led to poorer detection of signal in children or greater noise in children. We have found similar results with reading paradigms where children aged 8 to 12 years demonstrated nearly identical activation patterns to adults, but at lower t thresholds than those used with adults .
CHOICE OF STATISTICAL THRESHOLD FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS
It is possible that assumptions about the proper threshold for children may be overly conservative. Many of the factors reviewed here may influence the detection of signal. Children have a greater gray to white matter ratio which may increase the threshold relative to adults. Furthermore, the signal to noise ratio may be poor in children, and exacerbated by vascular artifact or coil design, so that real activity does not reach the level of statistical significance. By lowering the threshold, areas of "true" activation may be discovered. Technical as well as developmental factors may be an issue in determining the appropriate threshold at which to analyze pediatric data and may affect interpretation of either longitudinal or cross-sectional age-based comparison studies.
Investigators who apply fMRI to identify language function in individual epilepsy patients, adults and children, report a need to examine individual data at different thresholds (Binder, 1996; Hertz-Pannier, 1997; Stapleton, 1997) . They find reliable activation maps at lower thresholds that match group activation maps established in normal populations at higher thresholds and that have been subsequently confirmed by either the intracarotid amytal procedure or electrocortical stimulation. The commonly employed thresholds, set high to avoid false-positive activation, may fail to identify significant areas or true activation extent.
When different aged populations are compared for a cognitive task, investigators may need to examine their data at different thresholds to identify the brain areas that are either commonly or distinctly involved. Consequently, broad comparisons between age groups regarding the general location of brain areas activated may be more justified than interpretation based upon extent and magnitude of activation.
CONCLUSION
fMRI provides a safe and reliable means for noninvasive identification of neural networks that underlie many cognitive processes during development. However, pediatric fMRI activation maps should be interpreted with care. Absence of expected activation in study populations may support the notion that the networks to perform the task are not developmentally established. Alternatively, it may reflect an inability to perform the task; reflect failure to reach activation threshold for any of the reasons discussed above; or, result from task and control conditions that are not suitable and are not sufficiently distinct (Gaillard, 2000b) .
The physiology underlying cerebral activation in children and adults appears to be the same but has not been rigorously investigated. There are general similarities to adult BOLD response and activation patterns observed in children as young as five years for cognitive processes, and children older than two years for sensory tasks. The significance of neonatal and infantile activation patterns are debated as fMRI gives different results than optical imaging, but factors such as sedation may, in part, explain these discrepancies. Developmental issues need to be considered in data acquisition and analysis. Synaptic pruning and brain myelination with concomitant changes in glucose consumption and blood flow may affect the detection, magnitude, and extent of BOLD response. Morphological differences between children and adult brains may influence the magnitude of signal and the location of task activation, especially when studies are warped into adult atlases for group analysis. Differences between children and adults in fMRI comparison studies may reflect technical aspects of data acquisition as much as developmental and brain maturation factors. Finally, there may be significant performance differences found among individuals that may affect interpretation of comparisons between age groups or between normal populations and study groups-such as epilepsy or reading disability. Sorting out developmental issues from differences in performance will require care and innovative study designs. Broad inferences may be made, but caution is warranted when interpreting comparison data involving children of different ages and adults.
